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Abstract: - This paper discusses network densification as the main system in the 
next century for wireless evolution. Densification of the network involves spatial 
densification (e.g. thick application of tiny neurons) and range (use of bigger parts 
of radio spectrum in various fields).Self-organizing networks and inter cell 
interference governance facilitate large-scale cost-effective geographic 
densification. Complete network densification advantages can only be noticed if 
complemented by backhaul densification and sophisticated recipients capable of 
interference interruption. 
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Introduction: - 

Over the previous century, mobile wireless communication has witnessed rapid 
development, driven by smartphone[1]–[5] and tablet availability. A wide 
agreement in the wireless sector foresees that this pattern will continue strongly for 
several years to come. The wireless sector has faced the task of providing cost-
effective support over the next century for a 1000-fold rise in traffic supply. We 
are exploring the primary technological components in this paper that are probable 
to allow this notable improvement in wireless throughput. Visualization of the 
main variables regulating the efficiency of the cellular system shall take into 
account the previous equation depending on the ability of the AWGN loop[6]–[9]. 
A customers throughput in a cellular system is upper-limited by where W indicates 
the signal bandwidth of the base station, the variable parameter n (load force) 
indicates the amount of users who share the base station. 

Spatial Densification[10]–[14]: - 

Dense installation of infrastructure nodes is a prerequisite for lowering the load 
factor n in the capability equation and increasing the required signal power S 
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(through decreased failure of route). However, extra macro base station installation 
includes substantial costs and intricate site planning. Low-power stations (i.e. tiny 
neurons that can be used indoors or indoor) give a more cost-effective solution to 
standard dividing of cells. Usually referred to as picocells, use a transmitting 
energy of 30 dBm. Small form factor and small picocell power rating allow much 
reduced investment spending (CAPEX) and operating spending (OPEX) relative to 
macrocells. Relay nodes can be implemented instead of picocells at places without 
connected backhaul entry. A relay node employs wireless / cellular range not only 
to give portable consumers access, but also to back up information to a connected 
backhaul anchor base station. It acts as a pico base station for the user equipment 
(UE) it provides, while sticking to its base station (mostly) likes an UE phone. 

 

Conclusion: - 

With sensible predictions on extra accessibility of spectrum, development of small-
cell deployments, and development in backhaul infrastructure, we think the cellular 
communication sector is well placed to satisfy the 1000x requirement over the next 
century. The path to 5 G outlined in this article may seem like an enhancement and 
scaling of current 4 G technologies with a few new components added in, but a 
combination of meaningful enhancements in key areas along with a few new 
components can raise the overall user experience to a whole new level, 
inaugurating a brand new wireless universe that is truly worthy of the 5 G 
classification. 
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